Design of functional ferritin-like proteins with hydrophobic cavities.
Ferritin four-helix bundle subunits self-assemble to create a stable multimer with a large central hydrophilic cavity where metal ions bind. To explore the versatility of this reaction vessel, computational design was used to generate cavities with increasingly apolar surface areas inside a dodecameric ferritin-like protein, Dps. Cavity mutants, in which as many as 120 surface accessible hydrophilic residues were replaced with hydrophobic amino acids, were shown to still assemble properly using size-exclusion chromatography and dynamic light scattering measurements. Wild-type Dps exhibited highly cooperative subunit folding and assembly, which was monitored by changes in Trp fluorescence and UV circular dichroism. The hydrophobic cavity mutants showed distinctly less cooperative unfolding behavior, with one mutant forming a partially assembled intermediate upon guanidine denaturation. Although the stability of Dps to such denaturation decreased with increasing apolar surface area, all proteins exhibited high melting temperatures, T(m) = 74-90 degrees C. Despite the large number of mutations, near-native ability to mineralize iron was maintained. This work illustrates the versatility of the ferritin scaffold for engineering large protein cavities with novel properties.